DRURY’S DIGITAL DIARY

2.1 UNDER THE HOOD

FRED DRURY

Last year I wrote a series of articles for this publication which took a look at the different color spaces we photographers use. This year I plan to share with you some
thoughts about some other important issues. My intent is to dig down and get
‘under the hood’ in order to provide readers with some additional understanding of
what’s really going on inside this digital world.
If you have any questions about this column, or suggestions for future columns,
please email me at: fred@marklandimaging.com.
In this column I want to revisit the JPG and/or RAW question which will be preceded by a
discussion on bit depth. Next, I’ll give you some tips on how to change your camera’s histogram so it more closely approximates a true RAW histogram. Finally, I’ll explain why you
should adopt the ETTR principle

JPG vs RAW
I don’t think there should be any debate about the use of these two ‘recording formats’ so
let me give you my conclusion first. Divide all photographers into three sub-groups. First
are the rookies; folks who are just getting into photography and have only recently purchased their first DSLR: they’re going to shoot JPEG, RAW is simply too intimidating. Next
comes the largest group whom I’ll call experienced enthusiasts: they should be shooting
RAW. Why, simply because RAW provides the greatest exposure ‘margin for error’. When
you underexpose and especially when you overexpose, RAW lets you recover what would
have been lost detail if you’d been shooting JPG. The last (and smallest) group is professionals, those folks who make their living with their photography; they’re going to be shooting either JPG or JPG in combination with RAW. Their income depends upon ‘getting it
right’ in the camera and very often they have no time for image-optimization (in Photoshop
or Lightroom). Those of you reading this column are in the middle category, so according
to my thinking you should be shooting RAW. If your not shooting RAW, the balance of this
article is dedicated to convincing you to make the switch. If you’re currently shooting RAW,
I hope what follows will help you better understand how to get maximum benefit from the
RAW format.

Bit Depth
A most important difference between JPG and RAW is their respective bit depth, which
raises the question, ‘What do we mean by bit depth? You’re all aware that your camera’s
sensor consists of many millions of pixels (short for ‘picture sites’); more pixels means more
‘resolution’ which ultimately translates into the ability to make larger prints.

These four images are the same scene captured at successively greater bit depth. Figure 1 (above
left) was captured at 1-bit depth or 2 tones. Figure 2 (above right) was captured at 2-bit depth or 4
tones. Figure 3 (below left) is the same image captured at 4-bits (16 tones). Figure 4 (below right) was
captured at 8-bits or 256 tones. The level of detail increases with increased bit depth.

In simplest terms the sensor on a digital camera senses light intensity or luminance. As a
digital device it works with ‘bits’, each of which can have only two values. You can call them
‘on’ and ‘off’ or you can call them ‘1’ and ‘0’. Thus with a 1-bit system we can distinguish
only two levels (0 and 1). If we think of ‘0’ as black and ‘1’ as white, the result is that type
of image (Figure 1) we commonly refer to as a silhouette. It’s (sort of) interesting, but falls
far short of delivering a quality representation of what our eyes ‘saw’.
With a 2-bit system, each bit can be either ‘0’ of ‘1’, so the combination of the two bits gives
us four possible results, namely 0-0, 0-1, 1-0, or 1-1. Think of the 4 results as ‘black’, ‘white’
and 2 grays1. Figure 2 shows the result: it delivers more detail than Figure 1, but falls far
short of what we expect as a representation of what our eyes’ saw.
With a 2-bit system (0-0, 0-1, 1-0, 1-1 or 22), we can distinguish 4 levels. Figure 2 shows the
result. Figure 1 through Figure 4 show that as bits are increased, so to is detail. As you
would expect, the detail improves as the number of bits increases. Most DSLR’s operate
with 12-bit systems and so can distinguish 212 or 4096 levels. This is certainly sufficient, but
some of the higher end cameras capture 16-bits.

1 I prefer to think of this result as 4 tones, two of which are special, namely black and white.

Figure 3 is the same image captured at 4-bits, which provides ‘black’, ‘white’ and 14 added
shades of gray (or to keep it simpler, a total of 16 tones2. The level of detail is substantially
greater than Figure 2, but you can still see some posterization especially in the back of the
hands.
Figure 4 was captured at 8-bits and provides sufficient detail to qualify as a quality representation of what our eyes’ saw.
However, even an 8-bit system can have problems. For example, think of an wide-angle
early morning shot, made just as the sun rises. The sky in the east is bright and the sky
overhead still very dark. Our eyes see a continuous transition from bright to dark. Make a
large grayscale3 print of such an image and you’ll see some ‘banding’ (or posterization) in
the sky. The point is that our eyes can see more than the 256 tones! The bottom line is that
just about every photographer would always like more detail. For a digital photographer this
translates into greater bit depth.
In point of fact, most DSLR’s operate with 12-bit systems and so can distinguish 212 or 4096
levels4. This is certainly sufficient, but some of the higher end cameras capture 16-bits.

JPG
The JPG format was created by Joint Photography Experts Group which is made up of industry members with an interest in an open-source format for recording images. The ‘opensource’ means the format is freely available for anyone to use without license. The JPG
format uses ‘lossy compression’ to minimize the file size, which was especially desirable in
the early days of digital photography when file storage space was thousands of times more
expensive than is the case today.
When you shoot an image in JPG, here’s the sequence of what happens. You release the
shutter and the lens opens, and for the proscribed shutter time, light is permitted to pass
to the sensor. The shutter then closes. The camera’s on-board computer collects the luminance data from each sensor pixel and collects all the camera settings. The camera’s computer then creates the JPG file. It strips the highest 4 bits from the 12-bit data recorded by
the camera’s sensor to 8-bit data to comply with the JPG specification. It applies whatever
contrast, sharpening, and saturation adjustments are considered appropriate by the camera
manufacturer. Finally, it compresses the JPG file appropriately. Its last step is to communicate the final file to the camera’s memory device (compact flash card, SD card, etc.)

2 The mathematically inclined will notice that the number of ‘tones’ increases as the square of the number of ‘bits’. Thus
with 1-bit, there are 21 or 2 tones; with 2-bits, there are 22 or 4 tones; with 4-bits, there are 24 or 16 tones; and with 8 bits,
there are 28 or 256 tones.
3 To keep things simple, this column assumes that our photography is grayscale (black and white). In the next column
we’ll deal with the system digital cameras use to convert their luminosity data for each pixel from grayscale into color.
4 Some of newer cameras (e.g. the Nikon D-7000 give you the option of recording images in either 12-bit or 14-bit
mode.

RAW
When you shoot an image in RAW, the initial steps are the same as for the JPG. The shutter
open, light passes to the sensor, then the shutter closes. As before, the camera’s on-board
computer collects the 12-bit luminance data from each pixel as well as the camera settings.
Now the process changes: the camera’s on-board computer passes all the raw sensor values and camera settings to the camera’s memory device. ‘Interpreting’ the raw data is left
to the image-optimization software. RAW formats are proprietary rather than ‘open-source’
and in fact, every camera has a slightly different RAW format.

Comparing JPG and RAW
JPG is a compressible format. JPG (small) uses the most compression and therefore creates the smallest files. JPG files are smaller than either RAW, hence one can store more
JPG images on a given size flash card. The problem with JPG is that the information lost
during compression (and the downsizing from 12-bit to 8-bit) degrades the image; the greater the compression, the more the degradation. This is not a problem for small prints or the
lo-res images typically used on web sites, but it is a significant issue if your objective is the
ultimate in quality needed for larger inkjet prints. In JPG mode, the camera processes each
of the pixel values the camera saw in accordance with the camera settings, compresses
the file, and writes the processed 8-bit (255 levels) file to the CF card.
RAW uses no compression, hence files are larger and therefore one can store fewer images on a given size CF card. RAW saves the actual pixel values which the camera saw, at
their original 12-bit depth (4096 levels), and also saves the camera settings that were used
for that image; both are written to the CF card. RAW processors, including the one in Photoshop CS5, allow one to revisit the settings, and make changes to them after the image
has been made. They also deliver a larger 12-bit file. The problem with RAW is both the
larger file size, and the addition of the time consuming ‘RAW processing’ step.
Shooting in RAW has the advantages of: 1) greater bit depth (and so more tonal information) and 2) the capability to make adjustments to the camera settings ‘after the fact’. These
two ‘RAW advantages’ are especially important to a nature photographer. I find shooting in
RAW is like letting me change the rules of the poker game after I’ve had a chance to look at
my cards. Most of my photography is done in the golden hours around sunrise and sunset,
where extreme tonal ranges are the norm. Consequently, I’m always pushing the limits
of the camera tonal capabilities and there’s the greater chance of clipping either highlights,
shadows or possibly both. RAW lets me look at the image before I complete processing
and make exposure adjustments to avoid clipping. Many believe the higher bit-depth (12bit for RAW vs. 8-bit for JPG) is helpful when aggressive image optimization in Photoshop
would otherwise produce ‘posterization’. This is especially true where continuous tones
dominate, such as clear skies.

Settings for an Accurate RAW Histogram
Experienced digital photographers agree that the histogram is one of the most important
image-related tools and at the same time (unfortunately) one of the least well understood.
It’s important to try and improve on that situation.
Unfortunately the histogram5 you see on the camera’s LCD screen is based on a JPG interpretation of the RAW file. Consequently the histogram on the LCD screen is an ‘approximation’ and not perfectly accurate. It remains however, an excellent guide to exposure. A
‘correct’ exposure on the LCD screen will produce a ‘correct’ result in any color space.
If you regularly shoot RAW, you can change your camera settings6 to closer approximate
what would be a ‘true’ RAW histogram as follows:
1. Change the Color Space setting in your camera to ‘Adobe RGB (1998)’,
2. In ‘Standard Picture Style’, change the setting for ‘Contrast’ to ‘-4’ (lowest possible
setting), and
3. Again in ‘Standard Picture Style’, change the setting for ‘Saturation’ to ‘-2’ (2 clicks
below the default setting).

Linear Capture
Experienced film shooters were aware that slide film can register a contrast range of about
5 stops as compared to our eyes which can register as much as 20 stops. Furthermore film
was designed so that the information it can register is about equal in each of the 5 stops:
all the way from shadows, through quarter tones, midtones, three-quarter tones and highlights.
Today’s digital sensors have something like double the dynamic range as slide film. However, they are not able to deliver equal information in each stop as was the case for slide
film. Digital cameras capture information differently than film.
Here’s the way to think about digital capture. What is the difference between the brightness of the 1st stop and that of the 2nd stop; by definition the 2nd is one-half the 1st. That’s
the fundamental ‘stop’ principle; each stop is one-half the next higher and twice that of the
next lower. So the 1st stop is going to see the brightest half of the tonal range. Assuming
that sensor captures 12-bits that means half of the total number of tones, which is one-half
of 4096 or 2048. That leaves the remaining 2048 to be divided up amongst the remaining
5

Wikipedia describes an image histogram as: “a graphical representation of the tonal range, it plots the number of
pixels for each tonal value”. In other words a histogram is just a bar chart of the light measured by the camera sensor’s
picture elements (pixels). If, for a particular image, you tabulated the light measured by each of the sensor’s pixels,
there would be some with very low luminance values (almost black), some with very high luminance values (almost
white) and a whole lot in between. You could then add up the number of pixels having the same luminance value for
each value between 0 (black) and 255 (white). A histogram is a graph with the values plotted along the horizontal with
0 (black) on the left and 255 (white) on the right. The height of the graph for any value is proportional to the number
of pixels having that value.

6

In Canon camera these settings are usually found in the ‘Picture’ menu which is under the ‘Shooting’ tab. In Nikon
cameras these settings are usually found the ‘Picture Controls’ and ‘Color Space’ tabs which are under the ‘Shooting
Options’ menu.

stops. The 2nd stop, in turn sees one-half of the remaining 2048 tones or 1024, leaving the
remainder for the remaining stops. If we run out to several more stops, we get: 1st stop2048 tones; 2nd stop-1024 tones; 3rd stop-512 tones; 4th stop-256 tones; 5th stop-128 tones;
6th stop-64 tones; 7th stop-32 tones and so forth.
So ask yourself this question: shooting digitally, which stop give you the best detail? Clearly
the 1st, because it has the most levels (twice as many as does the 2nd stop). Second question: which stop gives you the fewest levels? Clearly the last stop!
Suppose the scene your shooting has a wide dynamic range; say 10 stops which approaches the limits of most digital cameras. You expose for a full tonal range and preferably no
blown highlights. The result is an image with detail throughout, and a histogram which
stretches from highlights all the way to shadows. However, as we’ve just shown there is a
lot more detail in the right half of the histogram than in its left half.
Consider another shot where the dynamic range is only 5 stops. If you expose to place the
histogram in the center of the LCD screen, there will be space on both sides of the histogram because the camera’s dynamic range is greater than that of the scene. But is this
the best ‘detail’ you can realize with this scene? And the answer is NO, because you’ve
not taken full advantage of the greater number of levels in the camera’s 1st stop. Better to
increase exposure and move the histogram to the right to make sure you fully utilize that
1st stop with its 2048 levels. This is the ‘Expose to the Right’ (ETTR) principle. In a situation like this, with the dynamic range of the scene significantly less than that of the camera,
ETTR will produce an unattractively bright image on the camera’s LCD. However the file
has much more detail, and the file with the greater detail will produce a better image when
optimized in your computer.

